Today in Georgia History
September 2, 1864

Vocabulary List
Abandon  Ammunition  Assured  Campaign
Captured  Defeat      Immortalized  Manufacturing
Surrendered  Telegraphed  Virtually

Glossary
Abandon: verb; to leave completely and finally; desert.
Ammunition: noun; the material fired, shot, or detonated from any weapon.
Assured: verb; to cause to know surely; guaranteed.
Campaign: noun; military operation for a specific objective.
Captured: verb; to gain control or take possession of; to take by force.
Defeat: verb; to overcome in a battle; prevail over.
Immortalized: to bestow unending fame upon; perpetuate.
Manufacturing: verb; made or produced by hand or machinery, especially on a large scale.
Surrendered: to give to the possession or power of another.
Telegraphed: verb; sent by the process for transmitting messages or signals to a distant place using a device designed for doing so.
Virtually: adjective; for the most part; almost completely; just about.

Suggested Readings